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We all have dreams – some big, some small, but dreams that will
get us out of the “slump”. Dreams of the guy on the white horse,
dreams of more opportunities. Most of these dreams involve access to more money, of course. But how do you get there when
everything is already so tough? When you don’t have a degree or
even a CV? How can you turn something as abstract as a dream
into a tangible reality – TODAY?
Let’s start with true stories of women who had the opportunity to reach and realize their dreams.
Venu, a beautician in Jaipur, India, provides in-home beauty
services to help support her family. But things are slow, since the
luxury of beauty is not a priority for many of her clients. Venu
joined Tiko Pro through a friend. Armed with her phone, she increased her family’s income and now confidently sends her kids

A Tiko Pro selling a Tiko Card

to school, as she can pay for both school fees and school clothes.
In addition to selling new products within her community, she
added new product items to her salon, as she increased her cash
flow because of all the Tiko Miles she had earned.
Lakshmi, a housewife and recent widow with 12 mouths to
feed and no job opportunities, joined Tiko Pro. She now earns the
same as what her husband used to bring home. She is able to provide for her family and is proud to be called a “working woman.”
She also loves the training she receives to improve herself.
Neera, a young girl who couldn’t finish her studies once her
dad lost his job, joined Tiko Pro, and because she can work whenever she wants, she now has enough money to finish her studies.
Tiko Pro in action in India
Tiko Pro launched in India in October 2015 as the flagship hub
with a special focus on improving access to medical services for
pregnant women while delivering economic impact to female entrepreneurs. Tiko Pro has since grown to over 1,200 entrepreneurs
in four districts of Rajasthan and one in Uttar Pradesh. In addition
to stocking products, a Tiko Pro can make health referrals for packages of services by selling one of three targeted Tiko Cards: a general services card for any woman, a dedicated card for pregnant
women, and a dedicated card for family planning products and services. The Tiko platform records all interactions, providing a realtime view of Tiko Pro activity and enabling the instant disbursement of Tiko Miles when actions or behaviors have been validated.

“Tiko Pro improves access to
medical services for pregnant women
while delivering economic impact
to female entrepreneurs”
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A Tiko Pro selling products in her community

As of June 2017, over 1,200 Tiko Pros were active in India, earning on average INR7,215 (US$110) over the past year.
Twenty percent of Tiko Pros earned over INR10,000 ($150) and
10% earned over INR20,000 ($300). Tiko Pros have earned
an average of 4,300 Tiko Miles, with the top 10% earning over
10,000 Tiko Miles. The most popular products stocked include
pregnancy test kits, sanitary pads, oral rehydration salts (ORS),
facewash and condoms (see Table 1). Tiko Pros have sold over
14,000 Tiko Cards to refer health services since June 2016, of
which over 80% resulted in successful clinic visits.

Tiko Pro offers some key benefits for joining the tech network:
1. Easy earning solutions: Tiko Pro offers earning
opportunities to anyone who wants to access the network,
as there is no upfront investment, education requirement
or work experience qualification. Tiko Pros only need
an entrepreneurial mindset and a mobile phone. There
is also no waiting period: once you join, you can
start working immediately.
2. Community and personal impact: The Tiko Pro basket
of goods includes access to a range of low- and high-

table 1: Top 5 Products June 2016–June 2017
Top 5 Products June 2016–June 2017

Sanitary Pads

Quantity Stocked

Value Stocked (INR)

Value Stocked (US$)

39,636

1,109,454

16,701

Facewash

18,055

654,682

9,855

Pregnancy Test Kit

29,157

508,047

7,648

Condoms

26,349

241,541

3,636

ORS

13,528

103,920

1,564
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figure 1: India Tiko Pro earnings

figure 2: Number of Tiko Pros actively earning, July 2017
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margin products. Tiko Pros are incentivized to stock and
sell impact products relevant to their communities. These
include sanitary products, HIV testing kits, non-medical
contraceptives, etc. These are easily accessible from local,
network-endorsed wholesalers called Tiko Traders. Tiko
Pros are proud of the community recognition they receive
for the impact they create at a grassroots level
3. Personal control: Tiko Pros are free to work as they
please. There are no set working hours, and individuals are
their own boss with ultimate control over what they earn. In
addition, they are rewarded and recognized for their level
of input; they can progress up two tiers with extra earning
power and recognition.

4. Your business, your way: Tiko Pro is driven by technology and the only requirement is a phone (feature or smart).
Once Tiko Pros register (with their phone numbers becoming their unique IDs) they can manage their businesses –
stocking, purchasing, checking account transactions
and balances, and referring clients for services. Tiko Pros
can access real-time business information 24/7.
5. Tiko Miles as a currency: Entrepreneurs can use the
Tiko Miles or points they accumulate as cash flow to sustain
their businesses. If they don’t have enough cash to restock,
they simply go to the local Tiko Trader and use Tiko Miles
to buy whatever they need. This includes personal goods if
they can’t otherwise cover basic items for the week.
6. Real-time management and coaching: Time is money,
so the Tiko Pro network provides real-time data management and monitoring made possible by its real-time
validation process. And for those who need a little extra
coaching, there are Tikosystem facilitators just a text away
for any assistance. Training is available monthly with no
limits on attendance.
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A Tiko Pro stocking products with the Tiko Pro App

The Tiko system
As important as Tiko Miles are to a Tiko Pro’s business activity,
the virtual points would not have as high a value if they could
only be spent at a few wholesalers. Triggerise mitigates this
risk by recruiting multiple Tiko Traders – small shops that accept Tiko Miles as payment from anyone. Users may also transfer Tiko Miles to another person’s account. Tiko Traders can be
reimbursed for the Tiko Miles spent at their shop or can spend
Tiko Miles with other Tiko Traders – the points are theirs with no
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A Tiko Pro selling Sizanani Mzanzi products in South Africa

restrictions. While Tiko Pros tend to spend their Tiko Miles on
supporting their own businesses, the concept of being one’s own
boss and having options is central to Tiko Pro.

“The concept of being one’s own
boss and having options is central
to Tiko Pro”
Reward as motivation for behavior: Some learnings
Formulating the right Tiko Miles incentive structure is key to
facilitating a Tiko Pro’s emotional independence and economic and social impact objectives. By earning Tiko Miles instantly,
Tiko Pros do not have to wait around for a bonus or go anywhere
to collect it. A key learning from Tiko Pro implementation is the
value and structure of the incentive and the importance of not
underestimating the ambition of growing your business. In recognition of this concept, Triggerise began testing a tiered levels
system in 2016. After trial and iteration, in 2017 Triggerise finalized the Tiko Pro Bronze, Silver and Gold criteria based on
achieving and maintaining certain earnings. At each level, Tiko
Pros can earn more Tiko Miles on their activities and celebrate
more recognition of their achievements and ambition. Quarterly
Tiko Pro celebrations serve to bolster a sense of community, recognize high performers and inspire other members.
In India, Tiko Pro has undergone various iterations to make
the Tiko Miles incentive structure as motivating as possible. The
critical success factor is to get the equation of motivating the
right behavior for both the Tiko Pro and the target audience. For
example, the ratio of Tiko Miles earned to estimated cash earnings varied greatly from quarter to quarter in 2016 (see Figure 1),
as changes were made to encourage different behaviors.

The product basket mix is crucial to have a genuine “retail”
proposition for a client, so Tiko Pros are challenged to grow and
innovate on this basket at their discretion in order to maintain
consumer demand. Almost any product or service can be introduced and distributed through the Tiko Pro network and incentivized with Tiko Miles (with the exception of tobacco and alcohol
products). The growth of the network itself is also incentivized
– Tiko Pros earn Tiko Miles bonuses and commissions for bringing
new members into the network, fueling organic growth to ease
scale-up. The resulting impact is twofold: economic enfranchisement of local and individual actors, plus improved access for the
target beneficiary to life-improving products and services.
Triggerise launched Tiko Pro in Kenya in October 2016,
achieving close to 2,000 Tiko Pros year-to-date. Ethiopia
launched in July 2017 and South Africa in September 2017 (see
Figure 2). The Tiko Pro platform and Tiko Miles incentives and
rewards are also used to power existing community health worker and entrepreneur networks in Malawi, Mozambique, Burundi,
and Tanzania.
This is Kunj (see photo below). Kunj is this young Rajasthani
couple’s first child. He just turned six months old. His mom was
one of the early adopters of Tiko Saathi, a Triggerise product designed to accompany and support women through their pregnancy and reward them for completing important milestones such as
antenatal consultations. These cards are only sold through Tiko
Pros. Kunj’s mother attended eight antenatal consultations at discounted prices and delivered a healthy baby boy. She also used
her reward miles to buy baby products for her new arrival. Like
her, young mothers want to feel taken care of during the course of
their first pregnancy, and the Tiko Saathi card fulfills this promise.
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A happy family assisted by Tiko Pro

